What do you like about this class and the labs?
- I like how this is such a hands-on security class.
- It is very practical.
- This is my favorite class.

What do you dislike about this class and the labs?
- Coming up with lab improvements is getting very hard

What could be done to make your education experience in ECE4112 better?
- I would love to do some mini-programming projects where we implement a small scanning program or we implement a basic remote exploit. I think programming projects really help in learning.

Any other feedback?
- I would like it if you could post the labs 2 weeks in advance instead of just 1 week. That way we could read the lab before the motivational lecture and ask questions in class or we could work ahead when our other course load is low.
What do you like about this class and the labs?

The class gives brief overview of functionality and the lab seems reasonable.

What do you dislike about this class and the labs?

The lab grades can be little more defined. People who wants to get an A has hard time what is wanted in the lab report to get 9 or 10.

What could be done to make your education experience in ECE4112 better?

Most people in the class, I think, has a great understanding of network security. So, the fairly extensive lab is a very good thing.

I don't think there are any other "improvements" to implement other than the suggestion given by the student every week.

Any other feedback?

I think this is a good course for people who wants to understand more than just lectures and theories of how things work.
What do you like about this class and the labs?

PRACTICAL, HANDS-ON EXPERIENCE W/ EXPLOITS, NET SEC

What do you dislike about this class and the labs?

TOO MUCH HAND HOLDING; TENDENCY TO JUST GO THROUGH THE MOTIONS
DISCOURAGES EXPLORATION OR PROBLEM SOLVING
INDIVIDUAL LAB IMPROVEMENTS ARE REDUNDANT (WRT NEW LAB REQ)
MAYBE BETTER TO JUST ENSURE ALL TEAMS USE DIFF. TOPICS

What could be done to make your education experience in ECE4112 better?

TO ENCOURAGE EXPLORATION ON EACH LAB, REQ TEAM
TO JUST USE NEW TOOL, EXPLOIT, ETC ESPECIALLY
A RECENT ONE & COMPARE IT TO THOSE IN THE LABS
CONSIDER SUNOS AS VM. I HEAR ITS THE BACKBONE OS
OF THE INTERNET.

Any other feedback?

MAYBE LATER IN THE SEMESTER.
What do you like about this class and the labs?

Lab learning environment in both Linux & Windows.
Using relatively new material in labs.

What do you dislike about this class and the labs?

Labs are way too long. By the time I finish the labs I'm exhausted.

What could be done to make your education experience in ECE4112 better?

During week 6 or 7, when students have midterms in every other class, have a break or a shorter lab.

How about making the required lab part shorter and having lots extra parts & sections you can choose to work on.

8 pts for main lab, 1 pt for extra section, 1 pt for new suggestion.

Any other feedback?

Keep up the good work!
What do you like about this class and the labs?

The class is showing me concepts about network security.

The cool part about the class is that it is part of a lab.

The students are able to learn concepts through practical work. Also, we are being exposed to Linux and Windows vulnerabilities.

What do you dislike about this class and the labs?

Grading!!

What could be done to make your education experience in ECE4112 better?

I advise students not to take a heavy load when taking this class. This class does take a lot of time.

Any other feedback?

The class is structured well!!
What do you like about this class and the labs?
real life experience with computer security - applied rather than purely theoretical knowledge
interesting subject matter

What do you dislike about this class and the labs?
Some write-ups are a bit tedious - would prefer fewer questions, maybe more "over all idea" questions rather than "writing down feedback from computer" ones

What could be done to make your education experience in ECE4112 better?

Any other feedback?
good class - I enjoy it
What do you like about this class and the labs?

- Wide variety of labs/activities
- Good mix of activities
- Set-up part of lab is good for learning Linux

What do you dislike about this class and the labs?

- Sometimes too straightforward
- This course output is too simple
- Problem difficult to do with limited machine access

What could be done to make your education experience in ECE4112 better?

- More freedom in labs
- Maybe research projects

Any other feedback?
What do you like about this class and the labs?

I like the hands on approach to the labs.

What do you dislike about this class and the labs?

Nothing really, but if I had to choose it would be the extra suggestions portion of the lab.

What could be done to make your education experience in ECE4112 better?

NA

Any other feedback?

NA
What do you like about this class and the labs?

I like how the class is very hands-on and the labs are learn by doing. The lectures are short, which is good since we learn in the labs.

What do you dislike about this class and the labs?

The computers in the labs don't have internet access, which can be a hindrance when we're trying to install new tools from the web.

What could be done to make your education experience in ECE4112 better?

Sometimes it seems like the TAs in the lab are not very knowledgeable, so maybe more qualified TAs?

Any other feedback?

I really like this class. It's very fun and useful. The lectures are never boring. Overall a great effort.
What do you like about this class and the labs?

* The hands-on learning
* The short classroom setting is nice, unless you are introducing something that we won't do in the lab

What do you dislike about this class and the labs?

Nothing! I love this class!

What could be done to make your education experience in ECE4112 better?

Always use some of the latest exploits & tools to make things applicable.

Any other feedback?
What do you like about this class and the labs?
Allowing students the freedom to come and do labs at any time is very nice. The workload is not too much and not too little.

What do you dislike about this class and the labs?
I will there was an earlier lab that taught Linux commands. Without my partner, things would be much harder. I am learning a lot about this OS though!

What could be done to make your education experience in ECE4112 better?

Have one one week where there is no homework or tests.

Any other feedback?

I really do enjoy this class and feel like there is a lot more practical applications to what we do in here as opposed to many other ECE classes.
What do you like about this class and the labs?

I like the exposure to the hacking tools and the environment we have to play with them.

What do you dislike about this class and the labs?

Nothing. Sometimes the extra stuff is hard to think of, but it is a good feature of the lab.

What could be done to make your education experience in ECE4112 better?

beer

Any other feedback?
What do you like about this class and the labs?

- Short lectures with only once a week.
- Labs are good and productive but not really dual person.
- Perhaps shorter but individual lab by lab help.

What do you dislike about this class and the labs?

- Sometimes labs are a bit too long.
- Hard to have someone just sit and watch.

What could be done to make your education experience in ECE4112 better?

- Maybe quick software research for class
- Write 1-2 paragraphs about software lab.
- Using it.

Any other feedback?

- Good class overall - do we get to do any hardware stuff?
What do you like about this class and the labs?

lab oriented / hands on

What do you dislike about this class and the labs?

I feel like a script-kiddie, there should be more teaching and less blindly running commands. The labs are very out of date, many are essentially useless today. Since we didn't learn the theory, longer lectures that discuss why things work along with the up-to-date labs.

What could be done to make your education experience in ECE4112 better? Then what is the point?

Any other feedback?
What do you like about this class and the labs?

This is by far the most practical and interesting class I've taken at Georgia Tech.

What do you dislike about this class and the labs?

hard to come up with additions for every lab

What could be done to make your education experience in ECE4112 better?

Perhaps additions should only be rewarded on a certain % of labs. For example say 50% of the # of labs. The students can pick which ones to add to.

Any other feedback?

Overall great class !!!
What do you like about this class and the labs?

The hands-on aspects. Actually implementing many things that are only talked about.

What do you dislike about this class and the labs?

Some of the labs are a bit long ( > 6 hours).

What could be done to make your education experience in ECE4110 better?

Are there any topics we have covered so far that think should either not be covered or that we covered too much or too little? Please be specific.

Any other feedback?

great class.
What do you like about this class and the labs?

I'm doing cool stuff I've only heard of if never gotten to do.

What do you dislike about this class and the labs?

The lab additions on every lab.

What could be done to make your education experience in ECE4112 better?

This class, I have a feeling, will be one of the classes I will get the most out of at Tech.

Any other feedback?
What do you like about this class and the labs?

They are very useful, especially in a real world network administrative environment (I've already implemented one at my company.)

What do you dislike about this class and the labs?

They are sometimes a little repetitive, or contain an excess of programs to run.

What could be done to make your education experience in ECE4112 better?

None at this time

Any other feedback?